TELANGANA STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION:: HYDERABAD

PHYSICAL DIRECTOR (JUNIOR COLLEGES) IN MJPTBCWREIS
(NOTIFICATION NO 26/2017) GENERAL RECRUITMENT
Date of Interview: 14/11/2018 FN & AN

Instructions to Candidates:

1. Candidates shall report at the TSPSC Help Desk by 9.30 AM for Forenoon Session and by 1.00 PM for Afternoon Session.

2. Candidates reporting after reporting time shall not be allowed to appear into the Interview process.

3. Candidates appearing for Interview should bring the Verification Certificate issued at the time of Verification along with (3) passport sized photographs identical to that affixed on check-list.

4. Candidate will be guided to the Assistant Secretary PHYSICAL DIRECTOR (JUNIOR COLLEGES) for producing Verification Certificate given at the time of Verification who will handover admit card to the candidate before interview process.

5. Candidate should not carry any electronic or any other gadgets, Mobile/Cellular phone, Tablets, Pen drives, Bluetooth devices, watch wallet, Purse, Notes, Pagers, Charts, loose sheets or recording instruments strapped on the body or in the pockets.

6. Canvassing in any form will be a disqualification. Candidates will attract disqualification if they try to influence any Interview Board Member/Official/Staff. Detained procedures can be seen in Commission's Rules of Procedure.

7. The web options for post preferences should be completed by the date of Interview or 13th of November, 2018 whichever is earlier.

8. The candidates may carefully submit their preference as the allocation of post will be made according to the preference subject to fulfillment of conditions/required qualifications. Options once given cannot be changed.

9. Any attempt by or on be-half of the candidates for selection to influence the Chairman or any Member of the Commission or the Experts or Examiners assist the Commission will lead to initiation of criminal or other proceedings against them.

10. Any attempt to influence the staff to do any undue favour to them or to divulge any information which is to be kept secret until officially released will also be viewed seriously.

11. Candidates should not make any false statements/allegations through print/electronic, digital or social media against the Commission in connection with selection.
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